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DIY or...  
Do it with vShape..?
Simplicity, speed and making 
virtualisation easy.

Case in Point...
University Campus Suffolk 
adopts vShape.
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Welcome to the 2nd edition of our 
Fujitsu E-Guide series, this time focused 
on the challenges of the SME and 
introducing our new vShape ‘out-of-the-
box’ solution. 

The guide is designed to arm you with 
a wealth of insight, opinion, advice and 
guidance, to ensure you are right up to 
date with current infrastructure trends, 
best practice and innovation.  Together 
with our global solution partners 
NetApp, Brocade and VMware we have 
brought together best of breed subject 

matter experts to walk you through 
some of the hottest topics in the market 
today and arm you with the knowledge 
you need to make the right infrastructure 
decisions for your organisation.

A new vShape animation to help the IT 
manager compare ROI and DIY.  We also 
have a fantastic new video featuring 
Matt Watts from NetApp, Joe Baguley 
from VMware and Russell Lewin from 
Brocade, that outlines vShape in 
their own words. Finally, my personal 
favourite, an enlightening interview 

with Simon W
highlights th
for the typica
transformati
enabling bu
not DIY.

“Enjoy the pa

Best Wishes
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vShape from Fujitsu is all about 
simplicity, speed and making 
virtualisation easy.  

vShape offers you a single part number 
for ease of ordering, a single price rather 
than a complicated bill of materials and 
a single maintenance agreement that 
covers the whole solution.  This really does 
simplify server virtualisation and makes the 
transition easy and pain free for any size of 
organisation.

The vShape solutions start small at just 
25 virtual servers, a unique pre-integrated 

solution in the UK market, but then scales 
up to 50, 100 and 200... So it’s absolutely 

ideal for the smallest of organisations 
but also perfectly suited to larger 

customers with thousands of users.

Better still, vShape is designed 
and validated with best of 
breed technology and market 
leading innovation.

This includes storage from NetApp, 
networking from Brocade, virtualisation 
software from VMware all running on 
Fujitsu servers, designed and optimised for 
virtualisation. 

With this line up, you know you’re getting 
a solution that is based on best of breed 
infrastructure components, expertly tested 
and integrated into a unique solution.

All too often we see companies working with 
a ‘bag of bits’. Designing their infrastructure 
in this way means having to engage with 
multiple vendors and channel resellers.  

But consider the IT manager who is sick 
and tired of buying a ‘bag of bits’ from one 
partner and who then has to speak to 5 
other vendors to validate the con guration 
into a working solution.

Why won’t one company take full 
responsibility for the whole solution?  Well 
with vShape from Fujitsu we’ve done just 
that.. cleverly pre-integrating storage, 
server, network and virtualisation software, 
all ready to go straight out of the box, 
reducing the cost of design and time to 
deployment, freeing up valuable internal 
resource.  

DIY... 
or Do it with 
vShape..?

2013 Fujitsu’s vShape E-Guide

Discover more



In this interview with Andrew McDade, 
Fujitsu vShape Product Marketing 
Manager, we review the recent launch 
of vShape, we look back at the original 
product development market drivers 
for vShape and hear the feedback from
organisations regarding this out-of-
the-box solution. 

‘ROI not DIY’, that’s a very attention 
grabbing headline, can you explain the 
background to this?

“It actually goes back to our original market 
research and the typical purchase blockers 
that have prevented so many IT departments 
from virtualising their business environments.
We’ve seen that with small customers 
you’ve got to take into account, that whilst 
virtualisation is not a new technology it’s 
also not a straight forward step for many IT 
departments.  Equally many of the product 
‘bundles’ available on the market today are 
not priced for the smaller company size.   

Removing the Do-It-Yourself element and 
the stages involved in building it yourself, 
deploying it yourself, con guring it yourself 
and testing it yourself, enables our customers 
to step over these blockers and realise true 
ROI.  So it’s actually Fujitsu in partnership with
NetApp, VMware and Brocade, giving value 

vShape – a s
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back to our customers and looking to assist 
them on that journey of server virtualisation 
and the pooling and sharing of IT resources.”

What do you like about the vShape solution 
yourself?

“I confess, I’m not a technically minded person 
but that doesn’t really matter with vShape 
because it’s so simple to understand, and I 
think that’s its key strength. Essentially what 
we’ve done is listen really carefully to our 
customers needs, we listened to the challenges 
and blockers in the market when it comes to 
virtualisation, and simpli ed our own solution 
(and the marketing surrounding it) so everyone 
gets it.  

I think that’s why we are seeing so much 
interest and uptake for vShape, because it’s 
not confusing or bespoke to every customer 
enquiry.  It’s out-of-the box with 1 part number, 
1 price, 1 point of contact and 1 maintenance 
agreement.” 

What are customers saying about vShape so 
far?

“The initial reaction has been very positive, and 
I don’t think we’ve had any conversations to 
date where customers have either questioned 
or seen any negative in the vShape proposition.  
In a funny way we’ve reduced the headache for 

IT managers through our ROI not DIY approach, 
but then replaced it with a new conundrum 
as they are now questioning their normal 
approaches to building infrastructure for server 
virtualisation.  It’s a very nice problem for them 
to have and customers are taking a long hard 
look at how they tackle these delivery and 
deployment projects moving forward and how 
vShape will help them.”  

“A good example was the recent VMware 
Forum event held at Manchester United’s Old 
Trafford Stadium where we were able to speak 
to around 500 companies and further highlight 
some of the DIY challenges they are facing, 
especially in the higher education, NHS trust 
and local government customers. Many of the 
conversations on the Fujitsu stand were as 
much to do with a new way of approaching 
infrastructure projects - and what the IT Director 
could feasibly do with that reclaimed time, 
head count and budget - as it was the vShape 
solution itself.  To this end, it’s clear to me 
that Fujitsu customers are seeing vShape as a 
business/IT ‘enabler’ versus another piece of 
hardware, and that’s very exciting for us and 
them.” 

 

  

h 

solution story...so far
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Read the full story



University Campus Suffolk (UCS) has 
enlisted the help of Fujitsu to create a 
virtualised data centre infrastructure 
to support the majority of the 
institution’s systems. This will provide 
a cost effective, e ible approach to 
application and computing resource 
deployment and management, 
enabling a more customer friendly 
approach to planned maintenance.

The project consists of two phases: transition 
from an unreliable and unmanageable 
legacy physical server and rst generation 
virtualisation environment to deployment 
of Fujitsu’s vShape “infrastructure-in-a-box” 
technology; followed by an expansion of 
UCS’s storage infrastructure.

The project will solve a number of challenges 
for UCS which has grown rapidly over recent 
years putting pressure on its IT systems. 
For instance application updates had to 
be handled manually during of ce hours 
leading to regular downtime; maintenance 
of physical servers took place monthly on 
a Friday night involving extensive planning 
and discussions with multiple departments 
and UCS staff to minimise impact on the 
institution’s operations; and late nights for 
the IT Services (ITS) team, who had to patch 
the physical servers, install updates and re-
start the systems.

UCS is now ready to implement the Fujitsu 
vShape 100 ‘virtualisation infrastructure-
in-a-box’ package. This will enable the 
rapid deployment of both applications and 
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Case in Point... University Campus Suffolk
Storage Area Network and vShape server
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“UCS is a fast paced, rapidly 
expanding, modern higher education 
institution and we need to ensure 
that our core IT systems are capable 
of supporting, not inhibiting, the 
institution’s aspirations,” explains 
Peter O’Rourke, director of IT Services 
at UCS. 

“Improved reliability and performance 
of the core IT infrastructure allied to 

term immediate gains but scope for 
future expansion is the real appeal of 
the Fujitsu approach.”

pute resource at the click of a button. 
al machine applications and workloads 
be moved to other virtual servers in 
olution, keeping the applications 
ing and removing the need for planned 
ntime.  The customers of the UCS ITS 

m will not even know the infrastructures 
er their applications are being worked 
and ITS is looking forward to fewer late 
ts.

pe’s High Availability option 
res uninterrupted uptime should 
de failure occur or a workload spike 
ire a sudden increase in performance.

k adopts Fujitsu 
r virtualisation 
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Traditionally, IT managers have adopted a DIY 
approach to building the infrastructure required for 
delivering server virtualisation to the business...
But this is changing...

New solutions like vShape from Fujitsu, cleverly integrate 
an organisations storage, server, network and virtualisation 
software, all ready to go straight out of the box, and in doing 
so, reduce the cost of design and time to deployment, freeing 
up valuable internal resource.   

Put simply its ROI not DIY...

Fujitsu, in partnership with NetApp, Brocade and VMware, 
have really done their homework with this unique solution.  

vShape offers you a single part number for ease of ordering, a 
single price rather than a complicated bill of materials and a 
single maintenance agreement that covers the whole solution.  
This really does simplify server virtualisation and makes the 
transition easy and pain free for any size of organisation. 

The vShape solutions start small at just 25 virtual servers, a 
unique pre-integrated solution in the UK market, but then 
scales up to 50, 100 and 200... So it’s absolutely ideal for the 
smallest of organisations but also perfectly suited to larger 
customers with thousands of users.

Better still, vShape is designed and validated with best of 
breed technology and market leading innovation. 

vSha
Page 12
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“Basic steps such as logging into 
the system were a daily problem 
and the dif culties impacted on 
everyone; teachers, students and 
administrators. When teachers 
brought in their own teaching 
software, it took us time to check, 
approve and distribute it to each of 
the PCs required and doing software 
on individual devices was a logistical 
nightmare”.

products to overcome storage problems and 
then upgraded to Server 2008,” says Andrew 

Szymanski, Network Manager “ but we knew 
that that was not a long-term solution. The 
problem with a simple server upgrade is 
that the IT is still limited and a couple of 
years later, we would have faced similar 
problems.”

“When we complete the move of our existing 
IT system to Fujitsu vShape in September 
2013 it will enable us to do so much more 
than we previously thought possible. We’re 
not only improving the way we work and 
teach but by enabling our staff and students 
to take advantage of the latest teaching 
resources, lessons are more stimulating and 
interactive and teachers and pupils are so 
much more motivated as a result,” 

“We
wou
us, 
hav
has 
fron
long

Case in Point... 
vShape at The Warren School
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e hoped for a partnership that 
uld deliver added value for 
but the reality is that we now 
e far more than that. Fujitsu 
done a great job so far on all 

nts and we look forward to a 
g relationship with them.”

THE CHALLENGE
The Warren School was striving to improve 
performance and exam results. To support 
this it needed an innovative and affordable 
way of replacing its old and unreliable IT.

THE SOLUTION
Fujitsu PRIMERGY servers and Fujitsu vShape 
25 virtual infrastructure, combined with a 
close working partnership between the school 
and Fujitsu, featuring regular site visits to talk 
to staff and students about how to get the 
most from the solution.

THE BENEFITS
  An agile solution that moves high 
  performance IT resources to where 
  teachers and pupils need them most.
  Reduced energy costs and more ef cient   
  use of support staff.
  Motivated and engaged teachers and 
  students, using the latest educational tools.
  Flexible infrastructure. 

2013 Fujitsu’s vShape E-Guide

ad the full story



“Following a ‘Most Innovative Solution of the Year 
2012’ win at the VMware Partner Awards in 2012 
for its Private Cloud ‘Dynamic Infrastructure’, Fujitsu 
has now launched a pre-integrated virtualisation 

‘vShape’ brings validated best-of-breed 
technologies from Fujitsu, VMware, NetApp and 
Brocade and again demonstrates the outstanding 
partnership between Fujitsu and VMware.”

David Parry-Jones – Regional Director, UK & Ireland, VMware.

 

“I am glad to see that Fuji

to an agile data infrastruc
architecture is another str
joint customers that demo
and trusted partnership b
Fujitsu.” 

Thomas Ehrlich, NetApp Vice Pres
EMEA.
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vShape Endorsements 
from Fujitsu Global ICT P



itsu vShape leverages 

cture,”. “The new vShape 
rong proof point for our 
onstrates the long lasting 

between NetApp and 

sident Partners & Pathways, 

“With the ever changing demands placed on IT, 
SME’s are looking harder than ever for simple 

infrastructure. Server virtualisation remains one 
of the key stepping stones in the journey to The 
Cloud and with vShape, Fujitsu and Brocade 
are helping customers build blueprints for the 
future. The pre-integrated and validated vShape 
solutions leverage Brocade’s strength in the data 
center whilst combing Fujitsu’s servers, NetApp’s 
storage and VMware’s software to address today’s 
challenges at an affordable price point.”

Barbara Spicek, Senior Director – EMEA Partner Sales at Brocade. 

2013 Fujitsu’s vShape E-Guide
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vShape – Transformationa
for everyone...straight out
In this interview with 
Simon Worsfold, Fujitsu 
Channel and Enterprise 
Sales Director, we 
learn more about the 
virtualisation solution 
vShape, the drivers 
towards these simpli ed 
out-of-the-box solutions 
and why it was designed 
with customer feedback 
and transformational IT at 
its centre. 

“I feel extremely passionate 
about what we do for our 
customers here at Fujitsu and 
how we can help transform 
their organisations but I’m 
increasingly convinced that as 
an industry we are at times 
guilty of over complication.  
Having spoken to many ICT 
professionals and Fujitsu 
customers, I believe we need to 
strip bare some of the

complexity people naturally 
attribute to ICT solutions.”

“Fujitsu has a strong pedigree 
of world class ICT solutions and 
service delivery and is, what I 
would call, a true manufacturer, 
one that is very proud to talk 
through its next generation of 
technologies and ultra complex 
solution prowess.   

But when I speak to our 
customers today, I am reminded 
just how knowledgeable they 
are themselves about the new 
technologies available on the 
market.  Consequently, what 
Fujitsu are striving to do is talk 
to these customers about how 
we can help them transform 
their business through ICT and 
give them a competitive edge 
in their own market.  With 
solutions like vShape, Fujitsu 
has an ideal platform to engage 
with customer and business 

partners and talk about change 
and business progression versus
the technology itself, and this is 
a great thing.” 

“If you look at the large 
enterprise or small independent
SME customers we are working 
with today, irrespective 
of business size, what all 
organisations don’t want is 
distraction away from what 
they’re trying to achieve as a 
business.  What they need is 
predictable and reliable ICT.  
I’m reminded of a meeting I 
attended recently with a great 
Fujitsu customer who describe 
our storage solution as ‘Boringly 
Reliable’ and I thought what 
a great phrase to use.  But it 
makes sense, many aspects 
of the ICT architecture and the 
decision to refresh or reinvest 
in one solution or the next, is 
based on risk and reliability.” 
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“It’s worth remembering that 
whilst we as Fujitsu are global 
IT experts, some customers 
don’t actually want to be ICT 
experts themselves.  Many 
customers that I speak to are 
frustrated at the investment of 
time and expertise to design, 
procure, deploy and test new 
ICT infrastructure to support the 
constantly changing demands 
of their business needs, and 
are always on the lookout for 
ways to simplify.  Customers in 
healthcare, education and local 
government de nitely fall into 
this  category as they must be 
focused on service delivery to 
their customers base – drawn 
out timelines and high level 
complexity are not going to be 
appealing.” 

2013 Fujitsu’s vShape E-Guide

Simon Worsfold

Read the full story



“When people talk about Server 
Virtualisation they are referring to the 
consolidation and partitioning of a 
single physical server into several Virtual 
Machines (VMs). Each VM can interact with 
other devices, applications and users, as 
though it were an independent physical 
resource. Hypervisor software makes 
virtualisation possible, it sits between 
the hardware and operating system (OS), 
and allows several VMs to share a single 
physical host. The hypervisor assigns 
the amount of access that the VMs have 
with the processor and other hardware 
resources, such as memory.“

“How do you know if virtualisation is right 
for you? It doesn’t matter if you’re looking at 
virtualisation from an economic or technical 
standpoint, you should consider these as just 
some of the reasons for starting your journey to 
virtualisation.”

Saves money: 
“Virtualisation reduces the number of physical 
servers you need to run, which means savings 
on hardware costs but also on the total 
amount of energy needed to run and cool your 
environment.”

Better use of hardware: 
“Virtualisation enables higher utilisation rates 
of hardware because each server supports 
enough VMs to increase its utilisation from the 
typical 20% to as much as 80%.” 

Makes software installation easier: 
“Software is increasingly delivered preinstalled 
on VMs, which means much of the traditional 
installation and con guration work associated 
with this is signi cantly reduced.”

Reduces system administration work: 
“With virtualisation, system administrators are 
no longer required to support as many physical 
servers and can focus more time on strategic 
administration tasks.”

For companies that run multiple physical 
servers where space is limited, underutilised 
resources need a cost effect way to practice 
redundancy and require an easily accessible 
environment for testing new applications. 
Virtualisation solutions, such as Fujitsu’s new 
vShape, should be part of the answer. 

vShape – 
Flexible Virtualisation? 

Page 20

Read more



Invest with a long-term 
view: Analyst estimates 
suggest that for Large 
Enterprises (LEs) data 
grows at 60% per year (and 
up to 180% for SMEs).

Implement virtualization and cloud 
infrastructures ef ciently: With clear 
management and consolidation bene ts, 
virtualisation and cloud are a commonplace 
IT reality.  

Take a holistic approach to virtualization 
and cloud: When implementing virtual or 
cloud environments, storage performance is 
key, as are data availability and security.

Avoid vendor lock-in: Many IT stacks 
contain non-standard components, which 
automatically lead to vendor lock-in.

One single point of contact for the complete 
solution: A comprehensive IT environment 
includes many components which need to be 
synchronized.

Discover more

2013 Fujitsu’s vShape E-Guide

Andrew McDade



Click on the links below to download 
all the elements you need to deliver 
the vShape products to your clients.

vShape 
Downloads...

Page 22

Pre designed website banners.

Pre designed email templates.

Pre designed advert templates.

vShape overview video.

vShape partner video. 

Talk to Fujitsu about vShape 
reseller accreditation.

Partner Centre telephone 
number – 0845 313 1290
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Over the last four decades Fujitsu has played 
a vital role in building and maintaining 
many of the services that keep the UK and 
Ireland working, whilst making a signi cant 
contribution to the growth of their economies. 
Today, our ICT solutions are behind many of 
the everyday services that touch the lives of 
millions of people every single day. 

From enabling airline bookings and driving licences 
through to banking transactions, high street shopping 
and much more besides, we play a part in helping the 
UK and Ireland to grow and thrive. e are a signi cant 
ICT partner of customers as diverse as the DVLA, the 
Home Of ce, the Ministry of Defence, ost Of ce, 
M&S, Centrica, Specsavers and O2. 

Fujitsu touches everybody’s life at some poin
year it registers 700,000 births, issues 900,0
passports, processes over 850,000 new drivi
licences, 5.5m self-assessment tax returns a
manages payment pensions to 10 million pe
using Fujitsu ICT systems and services. 

Our ICT expertise also enables HMRC to man
the distribution of child bene ts to over 7.7 
million families in the UK and we’re working
with many government departments 
to provide critical services to its 
citizens and helping save the tax 
payer money. 

Proud to be Fujitsu - 
Touching lives, everyday

Page 24

  Every day thousands of great   
    people deliver Fujitsu’s promise.

  Keeping everyone on the move.
  Keeping us motoring. 
  Protecting the UK and its borders.
  Keeping homes running.

  Modernising justice.
  Processing millions of 

    transactions – safely.
  Keeping the tills ringing.
  Saving the tax payer money. 
  Driving economic growth. 

Fujitsu, the responsible ICT par
Reshaping ICT, reshaping busin
society.

Read more

Playing a vital role in reshaping business and so
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Storage Solutions 
from Fujitsu

ni e  Storage  
NetApp Systems

Pre-intergrated, 
scalable 
infrastructure for 
Private Cloud

ROI not DIY...
Straight out-of-the-
box solution

Fujitsu 
Manufacturing in 
Europe

Expand your 
storage capabilities 
and increase your 

exibility

Reshaping the 
Datacentre

Storage solutions 
for small and 
midsized 
enterprises

Tape Storage 
Systems

We hope you’ve found this Fujitsu Infrastructure 
E-Guide useful.  If you are looking for even more 
infrastructure insight, opinion or guidance, please 
contact Fujitsu directly, talk to one our solution 
experts and let us help arm you with the knowledge 
you need to make the right infrastructure decisions 
for your organisation. 

Looking for more?

Subscribe 
for more 

To automatically receive 
future editions of the 
Fujitsu E-Guide click here 
and subscribe. 


